## Adult Fiction

**Brass**  
Xhenet Aliu / AF Aliu

**What it Means When a Man Falls from the Sky:** stories  
Lesley Nneka Arimah/AF Arim

**Legacy of Mercy**  
Lynn Austin / AF Austin

**If Beale Street Could Talk**  
James Baldwin / AF Baldwin

**The Uncommon Reader**  
Alan Bennett / AF Bennett

**The Story of Arthur Truluv**  
Elizabeth Berg / AF Berg

**Lake Silence: the world of the others**  
Anne Bishop / Fan Bishop

**Brief Cases: more stories from the Dresden files**  
Jim Butcher / Fan Butcher

**Starless**  
Jacqueline Carey / Sci Fi Carey

**The Lost Plot: an invisible library novel**  
Genevieve Cogman / Fan Cog

**The Traitor Baru Cormorant**  
Seth Dickinson / Fan Dickinson

**A Memory of Violets: a novel of London’s flower sellers**  
Hazel Gaynor / AF Gaynor

**Becoming Mrs. Lewis: the improbable love story of Joy Davidman and C.S. Lewis**  
Patty Callahan Henry/AF Hen

**Lethal White**  
Robert Galbraith / AF Galbraith

**The Mark of the King**  
Jocelyn Green / AF Green

**A Refuge Assured**  
Jocelyn Green / AF Green

**Flame of Resistance**  
Tracy Groot / AF Groot

**Homegoing**  
Yaa Gyasi / AF Gyasi

**The Great Alone**  
Kristin Hannah / AF Hannah

**The Library at the Edge of the World**  
Felicity Hayes-McCoy / AF Haye

**Kill the Farm Boy**  
Kevin Hearne / Fan Hearne

**A Plague of Giants**  
Kevin Hearne / Fan Hearne

**Assume the Worst**  
Carl Hiaasen / AF Hiaasen

**A Pleasure and a Calling**  
Phil Hogan / AF Hogan

**The Word is Murder**  
Anthony Horowitz / Mys Hor

**How Long ’til Black Future Month?**  
NK Jemisin / Fan Jemisin

**The Joke**  
Milan Kundera / AF Kundera

**Crazy Rich Asians**  
Kevin Kwan / AF Kwan

**The Lies of Locke Lamora**  
Scott Lynch / Fan Lynch

**I Let You Go**  
Clare Mackintosh / AF Mackint

**The Lost Vintage**  
Ann Mah / AF Mah

**Ohio**  
Stephen Markley

**All Our Wrong Todays**  
Elan Mastai / SF Mastai

**Murder at the Flamingo: a Van Buren and Deluca mystery**  
Rachel McMillan / Mys McMillan

**Circe**  
Madeleine Miller / AF Miller

**The Tattooist of Auschwitz**  
Heather Morris / AF Morris

**Little Fires Everywhere**  
Celeste Ng / AF Ng

**Spinning Silver**  
Naomi Novik / AF Novik

**There There**  
Tommy Orange / AF Orange

**Where the Crawdads Sing**  
Delia Owens / AF Owens
Lady Jayne Disappears  
Joanna Politano / AF Politano

Learning to Speak God from Scratch: why sacred words are vanishing and how we can revive them  
Jonathan Merritt / 261.0973 Mer

I’ll Be Gone in the Dark: one woman’s obsessive search for the golden state killer  
Michelle McNamara / 364.1523 McNamara

Autumn  
Ali Smith / AF Smith

Why I Left, Why I Stayed: conversations on Christianity between and evangelical father and his humanist son  
Tony Campolo / 261.51 Cam

The Feather Thief: beauty, obsession and the natural history heist of the century  
Kirk Johnson / 364.1628598 Joh

A Tree Grows in Brooklyn  
Betty Smith / AF Smith

That’s What She Said: what men need to know (and women need to tell them) about working together  
Joanne Lipman / 305.3 Lip

The Sun Does Shine: how I found life and freedom on death row  
Anthony Ray Hinton / 364.66092 Hin

Heads of the Colored People  
Nafissa Thompson-Spires / AF Thompson-Spires

Squeezed: why our families can’t afford America  
Alissa Quart / 305.55 Qua

The Death and Life of the Great Lakes  
Dan Egan / 577.630977 Ega

The Secret Life of Sarah Hollenbeck  
Bethany Turner / AF Turner

So You Want to Talk About Race  
Ijeoma Oluo / 305.89 Oluo

What the Eyes Don’t See: a story of crisis, resistance and hope in an American city  
Mona Hanna-Attisha / 628.1 Han

Ghosted  
Rosie Walsh / AF Walsh

Palaces for the People: how sodal infrastructure can help fight inequality, polarization and the decline of civic life  
Eric Klinenberg / 306.76 Kli

One Goal: a coach, a team, and the game that brought a divided town together  
Amy Bass / 796.33462 Bas

The Lying Game  
Ruth Ware / AF Ware

Fascism: a warning  
Madeleine Albright / 320.533 Alb

The Big Fella: Babe Ruth and the world he created  
Jane Leavy / 796.357092 Lea

The House on Foster Hill  
Jamie Jo Wright / AF Wright

Playing with Fire: the 1968 Election and the transformation of American politics  
Lawrence O’Donnell / 324.973 O

Power Ball: anatomy of a modern baseball game  
Rob Neyer / 796.35764 Ney

Boxers Saints  
Gene Luen Yang / Graphic Yang

Bad Blood: secrets and lies in a Silicon Valley startup  
John Carreyrou / 338.761 Car

The Lake Michigan Mermaid: a tale in poems  
Linda Nemec Foster / 811.6 Fos

A Little Life  
Hanya Yanagihara / AF Yanagihara

Atticus Finch: the biography  
Joseph Crespino / 813.54 Cres

Adult Nonfiction

Furiously Happy: a funny book about horrible things  
Jenny Lawson / 171.92 Law

The Radium Girls: the dark story of America’s shining women  
Kate Moore / 363.1799082 Moo

All You Can Ever Know: a memoir  
Nicole Chung / 920 Chung
Bobby Kennedy: the making of a Liberal Icon
Larry Tye / 920 Ken

Becoming
Michelle Obama / 920 Obama

Educated
Tara Westover / 920 Westover

Boom Town: the fantastical saga of Oklahoma city, its chaotic founding, its apocalyptic weather, its purloined basketball team, and the dream of becoming a world-class metropolis
Sam Anderson / 976.6 And

Books for Teens
The Poet X
Elizabeth Acevedo/Teen Fic Ace

I am Pusheen the Cat
Claire Belton/Teen Comic Belton

Children of Blood and Bone
Tomi Adeyemi / Teen Fic Adey

The Cruel Prince
Holly Black / Teen Fic Black

The Belles
Dhonielle Clayton /Teen Fic Cla

Ready Player One
Ernest Cline /Teen Fic Cline

Hey, Kiddo
Jarret Krosoczka / Teen Comic Krosoczka

Running Out of Time
Margaret Peterson Haddix / Teen Fic Haddix

Cinder
Marissa Meyer / Teen Fic Meyer

Akata Witch
Akata Warrior
Nnedi Okorafor / Teen Fic Okor
(Akata Witch Series)

The Astonishing Color of After
Emily X.R.Pan / Teen Fic Pan

Boy in the Black Suit
Jason Reynolds / Teen Fic Reyn

If I Was Your Girl
Meredith Russo / Teen Fic Rus

Dear Martin
Nic Stone / Teen Fic Stone

The Price of Duty
Todd Strasser / Teen Fic Strasser

The Prince and the Dressmaker
Jen Wang / Teen Comic Wang

Books for Kids
Daredevil Duck
Charlie Alder / E Alder

Dragons and Marshmallows
Monsters and Mold
Merhorses and Bubbles
Caterflies and Ice
The Pod and The Bog
Unicorns and Germs
Asia Citro / JF Citro
Zoey and Sassafras Series

Are You Sure, Mother Bear?
Amy Hest / Pic Hest

The Night Diary
Veera Hiranandani / JF Hiran

A Big Mooncake for Little Star
Grace Lin / Pic Lin

Julian is a Mermaid
Jessica Love / Pic Love

Niblet and Ralph
Zachariah Ohora / Pic OHora

Dactyl Hill Squad
Daniel Jose Older / JF Older

Number One Sam
Greg Pizzoli / Pic Pizzoli

Ghost
Patina
Sunny
Lu
Jason Reynolds / JF Reynolds (Track Series)

Kitten and the Night Watchman
John Sullivan / Pic Sullivan

Front Desk
Kelly Yang / JF Yang

What Does it Mean to be Kind?
Rana DiOrio / J 177.7 DiOri